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Abstract

aiming at making documents originally written in
English available to a large community of speakers
in their native language, Romanian. Applications
are for instance in the health care sector, where, as
part of the Health in my Language project (HimL),
several project partners intend to make public
health information available in a wider variety of
languages.2 The WMT task provides an interesting test bed for English→Romanian machine
translation, though adaptation towards the specific
domain (consumer health for HimL, rather than
news) is also an important aspect that has to be
considered in practice (Huck et al., 2015).
We investigate the effectiveness of hierarchical phrase-based translation (Chiang, 2005) for
English→Romanian, a statistical machine translation paradigm that is closely related to phrasebased translation, but allows for phrases with gaps.
Conceptionally, the translation model is formalized as a synchronous context-free grammar. We
integrate several non-standard enhancements into
our hierarchical phrase-based system and empirically evaluate their impact on translation quality.
Our system is furthermore one component in
a combination of systems by members of the
HimL project and another EU-funded project,
QT21.3 Measured in B LEU (Papineni et al., 2002),
the QT21/HimL submission yields top translation quality amongst the shared task submissions.4
The QT21/HimL submission highlights the continued success of system combinations based on
the Jane machine translation toolkit (Freitag et
al., 2014a) in open evaluation campaigns (Freitag
et al., 2013; Freitag et al., 2014b; Freitag et al.,
2014c). A description of the QT21/HimL combined submission is given by Peter et al. (2016).

This paper describes the hierarchical
phrase-based machine translation system
built jointly by the University of Edinburgh and the University of Munich
(LMU) for the shared translation task
at the ACL 2016 First Conference on
Machine Translation (WMT16).
The
WMT16 Edinburgh/LMU system was
trained for translation of news domain
texts from English into Romanian. We
participated in the shared task for machine
translation of news under “constrained”
conditions, i.e. using the provided training
data only.

1

Introduction

While translation between English and many other
European languages (such as Czech and German) has a long tradition in the shared tasks
at the series of WMT workshops preceding the
ACL 2016 First Conference on Machine Translation, English–Romanian has only been introduced
this year as a new language pair.1 The English–
Romanian language pair has received less attention by the machine translation scientific community to date. The availability of a novel standardized evaluation scenario for English–Romanian in
the framework of WMT facilitates research on that
specific language pair.
In this work, we utilize the corpora that have
been provided by the shared task organizers to engineer a competitive system for statistical machine
translation (SMT) from English into Romanian.
We specifically focus on studying machine translation into Romanian (rather than the inverse translation direction: from Romanian into English), thus

2 http://www.himl.eu
3 http://www.qt21.eu

1 http://www.statmt.org/wmt16/

4 http://matrix.statmt.org/matrix/
systems_list/1843

translation-task.html
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is a bilingual phrase pair that may contain X, i.e.
α ∈ ({X} ∪VF )+ and β ∈ ({X} ∪VE )+ , where VF
and VE are the source and target vocabulary, respectively. The non-terminals on the source side
and on the target side of hierarchical rules are
linked in a one-to-one correspondence. The ∼ relation defines this one-to-one correspondence.
In addition to the extracted rules, a nonlexicalized glue rule

We proceed by presenting the particularities of
our hierarchical phrase-based system, with a focus of interest on exploring non-standard enhancements and non-default configuration settings such
as:
• Individual language models as features,
rather than a single linearly interpolated language model; and another background language model estimated over concatenated
corpora.
• Large CommonCrawl language model training data.
• Unpruned language models.
• More hierarchical rules than in default systems, by means of imposing less strict extraction constraints.
• A phrase orientation model for hierarchical
translation (Huck et al., 2013).
• Lightly-supervised training (Schwenk, 2008;
Schwenk and Senellart, 2009; Huck et al.,
2011).
• Larger development data for tuning.

S → hS∼0 X ∼1 , S∼0 X ∼1 i

is incorporated into the hierarchical grammar that
the system can use for serial concatenation of
phrases as in monotonic phrase-based translation.
In the Moses implementation, the decoder internally adds a sentence start terminal symbol <s>
and a sentence end terminal symbol </s> to the
input before and after each sentence, respectively.
Therefore, two more special rules
S → h<s>, <s>i

S → hS∼0 </s>, S∼0 </s>i

2.1

(2)

are included which allow the decoder to finalize its
translations.
Hierarchical search is conducted with a customized version of the CYK+ parsing algorithm
(Chappelier and Rajman, 1998) and cube pruning
(Chiang, 2007). A hypergraph which represents
the whole parsing space is built employing CYK+.
Cube pruning operates in bottom-up topological
order on this hypergraph and expands at most k
derivations at each hypernode.

All our experiments are run with the open
source Moses implementation (Hoang et al.,
2009) of the hierarchical phrase-based translation
paradigm.

2

(1)

System Overview
Hierarchical Phrase-Based Translation

In hierarchical phrase-based translation, a probabilistic synchronous context-free grammar is induced from bilingual training corpora. In addition to continuous lexical phrases as in standard
phrase-based translation, hierarchical phrases
with (usually) up to two non-terminals are extracted from the word-aligned parallel training
data.
The non-terminal set of a standard hierarchical
grammar comprises two symbols which are shared
by source and target: the initial symbol S and one
generic non-terminal symbol X. The initial symbol S is the start symbol of the grammar. The
generic non-terminal X is used as a placeholder for
the gaps within the right-hand side of hierarchical
translation rules as well as on all left-hand sides
of the translation rules that are extracted from the
parallel training corpus.
Extracted rules of a standard hierarchical grammar are of the form X → hα, β ,∼ i where hα, β i

2.2

Data and Preprocessing

Our system is trained using only permissible Romanian monolingual and English–Romanian parallel corpora provided by the organizers of the
WMT16 shared task for machine translation of
news: Europarl (Koehn, 2005), SETimes2 (Tyers and Alperen, 2010), News Crawl articles from
2015 (denoted as news2015 hereafter), and CommonCrawl (Buck et al., 2014).
The target side of the data is preprocessed with
tokro, LIMSI’s tokenizer for Romanian (Allauzen et al., 2016).5 The English source side
is tokenized using the tokenizer.perl script
from the Moses toolkit. Romanian and English
sentences are both frequent-cased (with Moses’
truecase.perl).
5 https://perso.limsi.fr/aufrant/
software/tokro
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• An indicator feature that fires on applications
of the glue rule.
• Word penalty.
• Rule penalty.
• A 5-gram language model.

We split the development set newsdev2016 into
two halves (newsdev2016_1 with the first 1000
sentences and newsdev2016_2 with the last 999
sentences). During the system building process, we measure progress by evaluating on newsdev2016_2 as our internal unseen test set, while
only newsdev2016_1 is utilized for tuning.
2.3

We discard rules with non-terminals on their
right-hand side if they are singletons in the training data. The baseline language model is a linear interpolation of three 5-gram LMs trained over
the Romanian news2015, Europarl, and SETimes2
training data, respectively, with pruning of singleton n-grams of order three and higher.6 We run
the Moses chart-based decoder with cube pruning, configured at a maximum chart span of 25 and
otherwise default settings.

Training and Tuning

We create word alignments by aligning the bilingual data in both directions with MGIZA++ (Gao
and Vogel, 2008). We use a sequence of IBM
word alignment models (Brown et al., 1993) with
five iterations of EM training (Dempster et al.,
1977) of Model 1, three iterations of Model 3,
and three iterations of Model 4. After EM, we
obtain a symmetrized alignment by applying the
grow-diag-final-and heuristic (Och and
Ney, 2003; Koehn et al., 2003) to the two trained
alignments. We extract synchronous context-free
grammar rules that are consistent with the symmetrized word alignment from the parallel training
data.
We train 5-gram language models (LMs) with
modified Kneser-Ney smoothing (Kneser and Ney,
1995; Chen and Goodman, 1998).
KenLM
(Heafield, 2011) is employed for LM training and
scoring, and SRILM (Stolcke, 2002) for linear LM
interpolation.
Our translation model incorporates a number of
different features in a log-linear combination (Och
and Ney, 2002). We tune the feature weights with
batch k-best M IRA (Cherry and Foster, 2012) to
maximize B LEU (Papineni et al., 2002) on a development set. We run M IRA for 25 iterations on
200-best lists.
2.4

2.5

Enhancements

We now describe modifications that we apply on
top of the baseline. The results of the empirical
evaluation will be given in Section 3.
Linear LM interpolation vs. individual LMs as
features in the log-linear combination. Rather
than employing a linearly interpolated LM, we integrate the individual LMs trained over the separate corpora (news2015, Europarl, SETimes2) directly into the log-linear feature combination of
the system and let M IRA optimize their weights
along with all other features in tuning.
Background LM. We add one more language
model, which we denote as background LM. The
background LM is estimated from a concatenation
of the Romanian news2015, Europarl, and SETimes2 training data. The background LM does
not replace the individual LMs in the log-linear
combination, but acts as another feature with an
associated weight.

Baseline Setup

The features of our plain hierarchical phrase-based
baseline are:

CommonCrawl LM training data. A large Romanian CommonCrawl corpus has been released
for the constrained track of the WMT16 shared
task for machine translation of news. In our system, we utilize this corpus by adding it to the
training data of the background LM. We append
it to the concatenation of news2015, Europarl, and
SETimes2 data and estimate a bigger background
LM.

• Rule translation log-probabilities in both
target-to-source and source-to-target direction, smoothed with Good-Turing discounting (Foster et al., 2006).
• Lexical translation log-probabilities in both
target-to-source and source-to-target direction.
• Seven binary features indicating absolute occurrence count classes of translation rules
(with count classes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5-6, 7-10, >10).

6 Pruned

individual LMs are trained with KenLM’s
--prune '0 0 1' parameters. Weights for linear LM interpolation are optimized on newsdev2016_1.
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Pruned vs. unpruned LMs. We compare
pruned and unpruned language models. In the
pruned versions of the models, singleton n-grams
of order three and higher are discarded, whereas
all n-grams are kept in the unpruned versions.

We follow the approach outlined by Huck et al.
(2011) to augment the system with the synthetic
parallel data. A foreground phrase table extracted
from the human-generated parallel data is filled up
with entries from a background phrase table extracted from the synthetic parallel data. An entry from the background table is only added if the
foreground table does not already contain a similar entry (Bisazza et al., 2011). A binary feature distinguishes background phrases from foreground phrases. For the background phrase table, we extract only lexical phrases (i.e., phrases
without non-terminals on their right-hand side)
from the synthetic parallel data, no hierarchical
phrases. The phrase length for entries of the background table is restricted to a maximum number of
five terminal symbols on the source side. Lexical
scores over the phrases extracted from synthetic
data are calculated with a lexicon model learned
from the human-generated parallel data, as proposed by Huck and Ney (2012).

More hierarchical rules. The baseline synchronous context-free grammar rules in the phrase
table are extracted from the parallel training data
with Moses’ default settings: a maximum of five
symbols on the source side, a maximum span of
ten words, and no right-hand side non-terminal at
gaps that cover only a single word on the source
side. We allow for extraction of more hierarchical
rules by applying less strict rule extraction constraints: a maximum of ten symbols on the source
side, a maximum span of twenty words, and no
lower limit to the amount of words covered by
non-terminals at extraction time.
Phrase orientation model. We implemented a
feature in Moses that resembles the phrase orientation model for hierarchical machine translation as described by Huck et al. (2013). The Huck
et al. (2013) implementation had been released as
part of the Jane toolkit (Vilar et al., 2010; Vilar et al., 2012; Huck et al., 2012). Our new
Moses implementation technically operates in almost the same manner, except for minor implementation differences. Similarly to the type of
lexicalized reordering models that are in common
use in phrase-based systems (Galley and Manning,
2008), our model estimates the probabilities of orientation classes for each phrase (or: rule) from
the training data. We use three orientation classes:
monotone, swap, and discontinuous.7

Larger development data. Since no dedicated
unseen test set was available during system building, newsdev2016 was split into its first half
(newsdev2016_1) and its second half (newsdev2016_2) so that we could tune on the first half
and keep the second half untouched for evaluating progress in translation quality with the various enhancements. For the final system (our primary submission), we took the best configuration
built in this manner and tuned it on both halves,
i.e. all of newsdev2016. 1000 sentences (as in
newsdev2016_1) are a relatively small size for a
development set, and we suspected that the optimized feature weights could become more reliable with twice the amount of development data.8
Good results when tuning on newsdev2016_1 and
testing on newsdev2016_2 made us feel confident about keeping the overall system configuration fixed and re-tuning the feature weights on all
of newsdev2016. We calculated the B LEU scores
on newsdev2016_1 and newsdev2016_2 (both being part of the development set now) as a sanity
check and then submitted a hypothesis translation
for the evaluation set, newstest2016, without further internal validation on a test set.

Lightly-supervised training. We automatically
translated parts (1.2 M sentences) of the monolingual Romanian news2015 corpus to English
with a Romanian→English phrase-based statistical machine translation system (Williams et al.,
2016). The resulting synthetic parallel corpus
of the original Romanian news texts paired with
machine-translated English counterparts is utilized for lightly-supervised training (Schwenk,
2008) of our English→Romanian hierarchical system.
7 Using

Moses’ Experiment Management System (EMS)
(Koehn, 2010), the phrase orientation model for hierarchical
machine translation can be activated by simply adding a line
phrase-orientation = true to the [TRAINING]
section of the EMS configuration file.

8 Whenever available, we typically attempt to use large development sets (in the order of a few thousand sentences),
e.g. for Edinburgh’s phrase-based systems for the German–
English language pair (Haddow et al., 2015).
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en→ro

newsdev2016_1 newsdev2016_2 newstest2016

baseline with interpolated LM over news2015, Europarl, SETimes2
+ three individual LMs (replacing the interpolated LM)
+ background LM over concatenation of news2015, Europarl, SETimes2
+ CommonCrawl LM training data in background LM
+ all LMs unpruned
+ more hierarchical rules
+ phrase orientation model
+ lightly-supervised training (contrastive submission system)
+ tuning on full newsdev2016 (primary submission system)

22.1
21.6
22.2
23.1
23.4
23.1
24.4
24.8
24.5

26.6
26.6
27.1
28.3
28.6
29.0
29.5
30.2
30.9

23.0
22.9
23.3
24.4
24.4
24.7
25.5
25.5
25.9

Table 1:
Incremental improvements over a plain hierarchical phrase-based baseline for
English→Romanian (case-sensitive B LEU scores). Feature weights are tuned on newsdev2016_1 in
all experiments except the one in the bottom line, where both newsdev2016_1 and newsdev2016_2 are
employed for tuning.

3

Experiments

again, but the model seems to generalize better,
with +0.4 B LEU on newsdev2016_2 and +0.3
B LEU on newstest2016.
The phrase orientation model performs particularly well on newstest2016, with a gain of another +0.8 B LEU. Lightly-supervised training, on
the other hand, does not boost translation quality
on newstest2016 at all, though we see a decent
improvement on newsdev2016_2, our internal test
set. (+0.7 B LEU).
In our very last experiment, when we tune on
the concatenation of newsdev2016_1 and newsdev2016_2, we find that employing the larger development data is of benefit to the system (+0.4
B LEU on newstest2016).
Overall, the two individual system enhancements that give us the largest improvements on
newstest2016 are the large Romanian CommonCrawl corpus (+1.1 B LEU) and the phrase orientation model (+0.8 B LEU).

Table 1 presents the results achieved with the
plain hierarchical phrase-based baseline, and the
gains when incrementally applying modifications
as described in Section 2.5. The decoder output
is postprocessed with the detruecase.perl
script from the Moses toolkit for recasing and
tokro with its -r command line switch for
detokenization. We evaluate case-sensitive with
mteval-v13a.pl -c.
3.1

Discussion

Replacing the baseline’s linearly interpolated LM
with three individual LMs as features in the loglinear combination deteriorates the B LEU score on
the development set by half a point, but has barely
any impact on translation quality on the test sets
(±0.0 B LEU on newsdev2016_2, −0.1 B LEU on
newstest2016). By also adding a background LM
over the concatenated news2015, Europarl, and
SETimes2 corpora, we attain a similar B LEU score
on the development set as with the baseline’s linearly interpolated LM, but a gain of +0.3 to +0.5
B LEU on the test sets, compared to the baseline.
Utilizing a larger amount of target-side monolingual resources by appending the CommonCrawl corpus to the background LM’s training
data is very beneficial and increases the B LEU
scores by around one point. Not pruning the
LMs, i.e. not discarding singleton n-grams of order three and higher, has a positive effect on newsdev2016_1 and newsdev2016_2 (+0.3 B LEU), but
makes no difference on newstest2016. If we allow for extraction of more hierarchical rules, we
slightly harm the result on the development set

4 Summary
We built a hierarchical phrase-based system for
translation of news texts from English into Romanian. By enhancing the system with non-standard
components, we have been able to achieve an overall improvement over a plain hierarchical baseline
of +2.9 B LEU points on the newstest2016 set.
Our Moses reimplementation of the phrase orientation model for hierarchical machine translation (Huck et al., 2013) has been released as part
of Moses on GitHub.9
9 https://github.com/moses-smt/
mosesdecoder
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